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2.  Introduction 
• Say No to Byers Gill:  Bishopton Villages Action Group (BVAG) is a local 

community action group, with volunteers from across the parishes affected 
by the solar and battery storage development proposal that is being applied 
for by JBM and the parent company RWE. 

• This report is not a representation about the Byers Gill Proposal; it focuses 
solely on the inadequacy of the consultation process. The report has been 
written to assist the Planning Inspectorate and Local Authorities with 
assessing if the applicant’s consultation has been adequate further to Section 
47 of the Planning Act 2008. With respect to the applicant’s duties under 
Section 49 of the Act these will form part of our written representations 
when invited. 

• JBM carried out a limited consultation for their proposal which started on 
Friday 5 May with the deadline for responses on Friday 16th June 2023. 
Only preliminary information was available at that time, and the scheme 
boundary and content has changed since.

• Consultation, by definition, implies discussion. The exchange of thoughts to 
refine an outcome. This is key to the public consultation process in the 
Planning Act 2008 (The Planning Act). This report highlights the lack of 
opportunity for public, two-way discussion during, and after, the Statutory 
Consultation. It provides an overview of the flaws that were brought to our 
attention by residents through direct communications, as well as surveys 
that we have undertaken.

• As the Government Guidance states, there is no ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach, 
and the aim should be ensure that the proposals are explained as far as 
possible to local communities and that those communities should be 
informed, and provided with the ways and means to discuss and influence 
the designs and proposals where possible. This benefits all parties, and is in 
keeping with the cornerstone of the Town Planning system in the UK, 
where public consultation is a meaningful and critical part of the process.

• The feeling of many communities in this case is that ‘rubber stamping’ and 
‘ticking boxes’ is too often the approach taken. This is especially the case 
where applicants are foreign owned companies, with less of a long term 
stake and understanding in the local community. 



• It should also be noted that these failings in consultation were highlighted to 
JBM by BVAG and Parish Councils during and after the non-statutory 
consultation, as well as in the run up to the Statutory Consultation, and 
during the early weeks of the Statutory Consultation period. Residents 
wrote letters to JBM explaining why the consultation was not working 
effectively, suggesting improvements that could be made to enable fair 
participation to more residents and to allow a better assessment of the 
impact. 

• It has been highlighted many times during consultation that there are 
significant flood issues throughout the proposed area and JBM have not 
responded adequately to these comments just stating there is a low risk of 
flooding from installation of solar panels.

• Councillors local MPs and adversely affected village school also contacted 
JBM, expressing the concerns. 

• During the 2 webinars, residents questioned many issues from the JBM 
Solar publication. The responses generally vague and selective answering 
obvious questions but avoiding specifics whilst continually referring to the 
final DCO submission where final details would be revealed.

• Repeated requests for further communication and engagement were ignored 
by JBM. Culminating in a final letter from JBM RWE (Appendix 2) 
effectively refusing further engagement and repeating the frequently used 
response that all questions raised as part of the public consultations would 
be answered within a document which would only be published at the time 
of their submission of the DCO currently scheduled for end of January 2024

• JBM had ample time to react and make amendments to the way their 
Statutory Consultation was being carried out. They did not react and 
persevered with an ineffective consultation methodology. 

• In view of the above, it is the communities opinion that  that the application 
does not meet the statutory requirement or associated guidance on 
community engagement required for National Infrastructure Projects and 
should not be accepted by the Planning Inspectorate at this stage as the 
requirement for adequate consultation has not been met. 



• In reaching this conclusion we have consulted the Planning Act 2008 
Guidance on the pre-application process . In particular this states,1

“15. Pre-application consultation is a key requirement for applications for 
Development Consent Orders for major infrastructure projects. Effective pre-
application consultation will lead to applications which are better developed and 
better understood by the public, and in which the important issues have been 
articulated and considered as far as possible in advance of submission of the 
application to the Secretary of State. This in turn will allow for shorter and more 
efficient examinations.” 

Paragraph 19 adds

“19. The pre-application consultation process is crucial to the effectiveness of the 
major infrastructure consenting regime. A thorough process can give the Secretary 
of State confidence that issues that will arise during the six months examination 
period have been identified, considered, and – as far as possible – that applicants 
have sought to reach agreement on those issues. Without adequate consultation, 
the subsequent application will not be accepted when it is submitted. If the 
Secretary of State determines that the consultation is inadequate, he or she can 
recommend that the applicant carries out further consultation activity before the 
application can be accepted.”

We would therefore urge the Planning Inspectorate in concluding that the community 
consultation was inadequate, and that the Application is not recommended for 
Acceptance, and that further pre-application consultation should be undertake to 
allow a full consideration of the proposal, its impacts and alternatives as well as an 
opinion on the scope of environmental impacts which should be considered. 

 Planning Act 2008 (Guidance in the pre-application process) DCLG (March 2015)1



3. Why the consultation was inadequate 

• On the front cover of the original consultation booklet (Figure 2) there was 
no indication that the scheme was a large-scale project and NSIP, when 
most solar energy schemes locally occupy a few fields and fall under the 
Local authority planning approval system as they are less than 50MW. 
Byers Gill is significantly more at 180MW.  As a result, many residents 
looked at the front cover and no further, not realising the significance of the 
proposal to them. It was misleading and actively disengaged people from 
participating further. 

•  

Figure 2 - Cover of Booklet

• Despite this the consultation that did take place and resulted in a unanimous 
negative response from all the local communities affected.  

• More than 300 written questionnaires at least (99%) of the community 
involved were submitted to JBM all of which showed that there was no 
community approval whatsoever for this development. JBM actively tried to 
encourage submission of the responses via their website. Given the age 
demographic this could be interpreted as excluding a large number of 
responses.

• Within this document there was no reference to the numerous other 
developments all within a 5-mile radius of Byers Gill many of which will if 
approved be less than 500m from the boundaries of Byers Gill resulting in a 
transformation of the current agricultural landscape to a sprawling expanse of 



solar panels battery storage systems and electricity substations. Effectively 
creating and power generation industrial zone.

• A further “You Said We Did” document (Figure 3) was published in 
November 2023. This was only given limited circulation many residents did 
not receive and served to further confuse the issues by re arranging a 
number of the original layouts and making claims that panel areas had been 
removed when in fact one of the landowners involved in the scheme had 
withdrawn his agreement to use his land. This was not covered anywhere in 
the document.  

Figure 3 - You said we did 

In addition, the applicant showed inadequacy in the posting of notices in as much as 
these are intended to inform the public of the proposal, and where and how to read 
about it in detail. The attached Notice for example refer’s to the fact that a ‘PEIR’ 
can be viewed at a location in a public library in Stockton. The acronym ‘PEIR’ 
would mean nothing to the average person. The Notice does explain or inform the 
reader what a Preliminary Environmental Information Report is’. 

It is not clear if the Notice in fact is in breach of the statutory requirements in this 
respect, but it is clearly poor and inadequate practice in terms of community 
engagement to fail to explain that a key document is available to view.



The Notice then explains that consultation documents are available at a single library 
in Stockton. This is some distance from the majority of the areas directly impacted 
by the proposal Byers Gill Solar Installation. There are two public libraries in 
Darlington which could have been used either instead of, or in addition, for public 
consultation points. Again, this demonstrates a lack of care and indicates the purpose 
of the consultation is to tick boxes, rather than genuinely engage and inform the 
affected communities.

The applicant Statement of Community Engagement appears somewhat at odds with 
the reality of their consultation which states that 

“Posters including details of the consultation, how to access project information, 
and how to get involved, will be displayed at well-used public locations within and 
outside of the PCZ, including libraries, shops and civic buildings.” 

(Statement of Community Consultation - Byers Gill Solar, JMB Solar May 2023).

A copy of the Notice is attached as Appendix 6.



4. Timeline of Events 
The JBM lack of consultation and engagement timeline

October 2022 - Purely by coincidence it was noticed that a booking had been 
arranged for the purpose of a meeting hosted by JBM to discuss the Byers Gill solar 
development with interested parties. 

Initial applications for the use of Brafferton Village hall  for stakeholders meetings 
were actually made under a different name. Perhaps another avoidance tactic.

The interested parties in this case were the landowners whose land was being used 
for the development of this industrial grid scale solar power scheme. The proposals 
from JBM to landowners had clearly been made well in advance of this meeting. 
JBM opened dialogue with residents by suggesting a Stakeholder meeting take place 
to which landowners and the parish council clerk were issued invitations to attend. 
The information presented was a desktop study which bore little resemblance to the 
actual location, topography and geographical nature of the areas highlighted.

Only 25 brochures issued for 356 residents in Bishopton alone, Gt Stainton and Little 
Stainton which are close by villages were issued any brochures.

There was no invitation for local residents interested parties did not extend to local 
residents clearly not considered to be stakeholders by JBM.

The parish council were invited to and attended this meeting.

During this time a number of other developments became clear to the group:

Gately Moor, Lonpasture, Whinfield, Letch Lane California Farm, Thorpe Bank, 
Low Middlefield Farm, Burtree Lane, Hunger Hill Farm.  Solar power developments 
were also progressing through the Local Authority or already in place route towards 
approval due to them being less than 50Mw output. These have since been approved 
by both Stockton and Darlington Borough councils.

Group attends local government planning meetings and objections raised.

October 2022 first contact made with our MP Paul Howell via E mail.

14th December 2022 - First community meeting held in Bishopton Village Hall to 
raise awareness of the scheme. ( Action Group Initiative)

4th January 2023 JBM - placed advert in the Darlington & Stockton Times 
advertising Byers Gill solar plant ( JBM Initiative)



14th January 2023 - Meeting with Paul Howell and BVAG photographs to support. 
(Action Group Initiative)

31st January 2023 - E mailed Michael Baker enquiring about what form and when 
consultation would open. (Action Group Initiative)

20th February 2023 - MB replied saying it’s not open yet but would open in May 
2023. ( JBM Initiative)

18th February 2023 - Red Ribbons applied to most of the trees fronting the main 
road through Bishopton to highlight the possible damage to the village of the scheme 
is approved and the main road used as a cable route. (Action Group Initiative)

22 February 2023 - Next community meeting in Village Hall (Action Group 
Initiative)

07 Mar 2023 - Paul Howell Raises the Byers Gill and associated concentration of 
developments with Michael Gove. Photographs to support. (Action Group Initiative)

April 2023 - Door to door flyers circulated around Bishopton and surrounding 
villages to raise awareness. (Action Group Initiative)

24 April 2023 - Open meeting in Bishopton Village Hall hosted by the then DBC 
chair Jonathon Dulston. (Action Group Initiative)

Friday 5th May 2023 to Friday 16th June 2023 Official Byers Gill consultation 
period opens

5th May 2023- JBM representative delivered 254 copies of brief Consultation 
brochure to Bishopton Village Hall for then use of 326 adults in Bishopton village 
alone. Noted in BPC letter to JBM of 10/5/23. ( JBM Initiative)

6th May 2023 -  Section 48 planning act Notices  appear on local posts informing 
that the JBM application is available to view for consultation. These were inadequate 
in referring to a ‘PEIR’ which was not explained as to what this meant. These were 
referred to as compulsory purchase orders causing  some concerns throughout the 
community. ( JBM Initiative)

10th May 2023 -JBM duly notified that the brochures were insufficient and request 
made for more, JBM delivered 120 brochures to Norton Library located some 8 to 9 
miles east , again,  a further request was made for brochures for the residents to 
enable the said residents to review and respond to the vague design and proposed 



development. JBM responded eventually with more brochures but, did not distribute 
them amongst the residents/villages. ( JBM Initiative)

10th May 2023 BPC Bishopton Parish Council referred to JBM request to return all 
questionnaires sent to some of the residents by 16th June 2023 and stated to do this 
JBM would need to provide the additional booklet brochures by 28th/5/23. This was 
not achieved and reduced the response time for the residents of all areas. (Action 
Group Initiative)

12th May 2023 - Paul Howell ( our MP) meeting in Village Hall (Action Group 
Initiative)

31st May Webinar - Hosted by JBM for consultation this was the infamous grazing 
chicken’s proposal nothing much else to say. ( JBM Initiative)

18th May 2023 - Northern Echo a low circulation local paper produces JBM 
sponsored advert for Byers Gill. ( JBM Initiative)

24th May 2023 - JBM open day in Bishopton Village Hall huge turnout at least 120 
people attended and presented a unanimous objection directly to JBM. ( JBM 
Initiative)

6th June 2023 - BVAG meeting with Bishopton Redmarshall school Head Teacher 
and the governing trust. School would not formally object but agreed they had 
concerns and a copy the letter they sent to JBM highlighting their concerns is 
available. (Action Group Initiative)

14th June 2023 - Confirmed submission of well over 300  at least 99% response 
questionnaires to JBM from all over the local communities. It should be noted that 
the questionnaire was lengthy and the general consensus was that it was biased in 
favour of the development. A copy of my personal submission is attached as 
Appendix 4 (Action Group Initiative)

28th June 2023- Meeting with DBC via teams discussed the development with 
Deputy Chair of the new council Chris McEwan. He agreed in his opinion the 
scheme was too large, but that DBC could do nothing as it was a NSIP project. 
Unfortunately, there was no written record of this statement although he did repeat it 
during his site visit. (Action Group Initiative)

13th July 2023 - Meeting with deputy chair of DBC Chris McEwan visits Bishopton 
to view the proposed sites. (Action Group Initiative)



26th July 2023- Further meeting with DBC McEwan & Coates. Pretty much a repeat 
of the previous meeting stating they had no influence over the outcome as to was 
NSIP project and they are only consultees. (Action Group Initiative)

1st August 2023- E mailed MB asking about updates on the consultation feedback 
JBM had received (Action Group Initiative)

9th August 2023- MB response in his response he quoted the following text “I’d like 
to clarify we do have a legal obligation to respond to every piece of feedback we 
received, this will be published in our Consultation Report alongside the application, 
which is due to be submitted in January 2024.” ( JBM Initiative)

16th August 2023 - Councillor McEwan visits Great Stainton Sites. (Action Group 
Initiative)

25th September 2023 - First meeting with Matt Vickers at the Derry Long Newton. 
Matt agreed to take this forward and raise in the house. (Action Group Initiative)

10th October 2023 - E mailed MB asking for update on response to the feedback 
questionnaires submitted (Action Group Initiative)

29th October 2023 - E mailed MB asking about response to the 300+ response 
questionnaires. Received a response saying they had been compiled and would be 
included in a document along with the DCO submission end of January 2024. 
(Action Group Initiative)

1st November 2023 - MB replied repeating his response from email of 9.08.2023 
( JBM Initiative)

21st November 2023 - E mailed MB asking about Stockton open day event. Further 
details in Appendix 1. (Action Group Initiative)

9th November 2023- JBM issue letters statutory consultation under planning act 
2008 sections 42(1) (d) and 44 Duty to consult to all properties lining the main road 
through Bishopton Village highlighting their subsoil interest under the road and 
likelihood of compulsory acquisition of these rights to allow cable routing. Another 
clear example of JBM telling us what will be happening. ( JBM Initiative)

22-23rd November 2023- JBM contracted a door to door data collection company to 
carry out a survey of Bishopton Great Stainton and surrounding villages to further 
canvas opinion of residents. This survey was carried out on a weekday during the 



day when most people would be at work. The results of this survey have not been 
shared by JBM. ( JBM Initiative)

23rd November 2023 - MB replied confirming they would be in attendance from 
09:00 to 16:00. ( JBM Initiative)

25th November 2023 - Stockton Market Place open day session JBM cleared off 
early and didn’t supply correct location. This meant that many residents who 
attended were not heard. ( JBM Initiative)

29th November 2023 - JBM webinar hosted by Michael Baker. See examples below 
in Appendix 2. ( JBM Initiative)

07th December 2023 - Matt Vickers raises specific question in the house with 
reference to Byers Gill and Penny Mordant agrees to further debate. (Action Group 
Initiative)

13th December 2023 - JBM finally agree to meeting with the Parish councils 
Bishopton & Great Stainton only. BVAG were invited to attend (MOM available)

At this meeting JBM were directly asked if they would engage in further meaningful 
discussion and engagement with the local community. They agreed to take this back 
to RWE parent company and ask. Unsure why a pro active developer would need to 
ask about further consultation perhaps another avoidance tactic to ensure minimal 
consultation. (Action Group Initiative)

14th December 2023 - JBM meeting at Great Stainton, this meeting mirrored the 
BPC meeting with JBM presenting the same vague information and throughout the 
meeting JBM did not take any notes. (Action Group Initiative)

JBM have not to date reacted to any of the points raised. Land classification and 
methods of testing were raised by local farmers who questioned where/when and 
number of test holes.
Further comment made by local farmers regarding maintenance/upkeep and repair of 
field drains which due to the nature of the land are needed. The issue also raised the 
question regarding as to how JBM would provide this necessary facility when 
accurate records do not exist. JBM stated they did not intend to do any work on Field 
Drains or indeed locate them to prevent construction damage. The areas affected by 
these schemes regular flood and roads are closed. Lack of field drains will add to the 
flooding problems currently being experienced by residents.



19th December 2023 E mailed MB asking for response to the questions posed at the 
parish council meeting above (Action Group Initiative)

9th January 2024 - MB responded and attached formal reply from RWE just 
repeating the same line as all previous correspondence that they would include the 
response in the final DCO submission and that there would be no further consultation 
or engagement with the community as a whole Copy of RWE response in Appendix 
5 Response received that no further engagement directly with the community would 
be possible ( JBM Initiative)

19th January 2024 - Meeting with Paul Howell at his constituency office in Newton 
Aycliffe he agreed to liaise with Matt Vickers and present further questions in the 
house specific to Byers Gill and follow up on the questions raised on 7.12.2023. 
(Action Group Initiative)



5.  Conclusion 
There has been no genuine commitment to community engagement and the 
consultation has been an information giving presentation. Explaining to us what 
will happen rather than what could be achieved by genuine and meaningful 
engagement with the various communities, adversely affected by this massive 
industrial scale development. Combined with the numerous other adjacent 
developments some of which will be visible from Byers Gill sites it will change 
forever the rural nature of the local countryside into a large-scale power generation 
zone.

The only benefit to some of the community will be the large rents paid to local, 
largely non-resident, landowners not affected by the development. The local 
authority will benefit from the huge business rates they will receive from this 
industrial power generation scheme. 

The paltry sums being offered as community funding are tiny compared to those 
already in place and annually being used from existing wind farms. These are 
again compliance with a requirement rather than a genuine meaningful 
engagement to provide any benefit to the community.

This is why JBM do not have and will never have any support whatsoever from 
the communities involved. If the development is approved, it will be implemented 
against the will of all residents across the entire region. Another example of 
planning enforcement rather than discussion. 

There have been many factual inaccuracies in basically all of JBMs documents.  
Secondly, they have not answered any of the residents key concerns whatsoever.  
Health and Safety, cumulative effect, fire, damage to foundations, crime….all of 
these are legitimate and serious concerns.  

JBM have not given any answers/responses on any of these and so the consultation 
has not answered the residents concerns.



Appendix. 1 Questions asked not answered & Stockton Consultation

From: Michael Baker  Subject: RE: Byers Gill 
Date: 13 December 2023 at 09:36 
To: Martin Philpott  
Dear Martin, 
I apologise for the confusion caused by this administrative error. 
Regarding the organisation of another event, although we have no plans on hosting another drop-
in event, our team will be attending events with Parish Councils in the coming week. 
13th December – Bishopton 14th December – Great Stainton 
We encourage you to attend these meetings to get to know more of our proposals and community 
benefits offers. 

We have noted your unanswered questions over the webinar, regarding RWE’s wider portfolio and 
the subsoil consultation. 
As we have stated previously, our preference with the cable route is to avoid going through 
Bishopton. However, as the land agreements to go through fields are not finalised, we are having 
to continue exploring both options for the DCO. 
Regarding the broader RWE projects, RWE have set targets to phase out coal by 2030 and to get 
to Net Zero by 2040.
We are conscious of the other solar farms going ahead in the area, and we are closely monitoring 
the progress of those developments and exploring possibilities of collaboration and construction 
coordination. However, due to the nature of cabling and National Grid requirements, it is unlikely 
we will be able to share infrastructure in this instance. A map of projects was produced in advance 
of the statutory consultation earlier this year, and can be found here 
Figure-13.2-Short-List-of-Committed- Developments.pdf (byersgillsolarfarm.co.uk). 
In regard to BESS, RWE/JBM Solar is following all planning and industries guidelines to safeguard 
the safety of those living next to our installations. 
The prevention methods in place within the units are:
Minimum distance of 300m from any residential properties; in most cases it is further.
Heating, Ventilation and Cooling systems
Battery Management Systems to detect changes down to individual battery cell level. These would 
shut off the system if any changes are detected
Fire suppression systems within the unit 
We have consulted with the local fire authority to ensure that access arrangement are suitable and 
regarding the measures in place to avoid any battery fires. These measures will be contained in 
the Outline Battery Safety Management Plan which would be available as part of the application. 
Regarding our approach to biodiversity and safeguarding the environment, you can access more 
information in the chapter 6 of our preliminary environmental information report (PEIR). In 
our assessment that will be available in the application documents, the proposals would result in 
94% biodiversity net gain. 
We appreciate your concerns and we are committed to answer every question you may have. 

If you have any further questions, please don’t hesitate in contacting our team at this same email 
address or at  Kind regards, Michael Baker 



From: Martin Philpott  Sent: Thursday, November 30, 2023 1:26 PM 
To: Michael Baker  Subject: Byers Gill 

Good afternoon, Michael, 

My partner and I had planned to visit Stockton on Saturday afternoon however we now understand 
that you advertised the wrong venue and hours of availability due to an administrative error. 
Considering this error are you planning to hold another event? 

From yesterday’s webinar, it was disappointing that you were not able to provide more detail in 
your answers to the concerns raised and to learn that we will have to wait until the DCO is 
submitted before much of the requested information is available. Surely in terms of process and 
engagement with the community it would be better for you to share all information ahead of the 
DCO submission in order that interested parties can provide feedback. 
Unfortunately, my questions that originated from the feedback form were not answered on the 
webinar so have emailed as requested. 

Regarding our concern raised about the cumulative impact on the local area, residents’ wellbeing 
and potential disruption this was in relation to both the volume of solar farms in the local area and 
the clustering of solar farms due to grid connectivity at the Letch Lane sub-station. 
As you are aware in all there are currently 8 solar farms at various stages from proposed, passed 
planning, being constructed and fully operational in the local area. Byers Gill is by far the largest 
solar farm > 1300 acres, and if passed will further intensify the harm to the local landscape by 
infilling the area between the other solar farms from Whinfield Solar near Brafferton through to 
Long-pasture Solar Farm near Sadberge and California Solar Farm near Carlton.
This will mean that there would be over 2500 acres of solar farms concentrated in the countryside 
between the towns of Newton Aycliffe, Darlington and Stockton-On-Tees which would then 
surround the villages of Great Stainton, Little Stainton, Bishopton, Redmarshall, Carlton and 
Sadberge. 
In order that we can better understand how Byers Gill fits in with these other schemes can you 
please advise if you will be producing a plan showing Byers Gill and the other solar farms in the 
locality?
Will Byers Gill share any cable runs with any of the other solar farms?
Will the construction of Byers Gill be taking place at the same time as any of the other solar farms 
in the area are being constructed? And if so how do you intend to minimise the impact? 
Fire safety was not the only Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) hazard that we raised 
concerns about, we also expressed concern about potential harm from battery explosions. 
Can you advise how of you proposed to safeguard public health, property, and the 
environment from incidents of battery explosion?
Similarly, we raised concerns about the toxic gases given off by thermal runaway / battery fires. 
Can you advise how you proposed to safeguard public health, property and the environment from 
the effects of toxic gases from battery fires? 
From your booklet I understand that each container will have automatic fire control.
Can you advise what controls are going to be in place to protect the environment and prevent 
ground pollution from toxic runoff during the period in instances when the automatic fire control 
system is in operation or when the fire service is extinguishing a battery fire?. 
I look forward to receiving you reply. Regards, Martin 



Appendix. 2 Webinar selective questions answered.
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Mark Smith 
To members of Bishopton Villages Action Group.  
 
Via email  
9th January 2024 
 
Dear Mark, 
 
Thank you for your email on 19th December regarding further consultation on Byers Gill 
Solar.  
 
We have read and listened to the Action Group’s objection to Byers Gill Solar. We 
understand there is an objection in principle to the location of the solar panel areas. The 
changes made following our latest consultation have sought to address some of the issues 
raised, including reducing the size of the proposed development. However, we would be 
unable to change or remove these areas at the scale highlighted in response to the 
consultation, so the best place for the Group’s concerns to be addressed is through the 
Development Consent Order (DCO) planning process. 
 
The consultation that took place between Friday 5th May and Friday 16th June complied with 
our published Statement of Community Consultation (SoCC).  In developing the SoCC, we 
consulted with and had regard to comments from the following local planning authorities:  

• Darlington Borough Council;  
• Stockton-on-Tees Borough Council; and  
• Durham County Council 

 
Our engagement methods, including activities and materials available for the statutory 
consultation, are set out in Table 5.1 in the SoCC.  
 
We understand the importance of community input and have sought to address concerns 
raised during the consultation in the Summer 2023, including actively informing the 
community of the changes to the project following the consultation. We posted an update 
to those in our Primary Consultation Zone (PCZ) of 2,700 addresses, published 3 
explanatory videos on our website and social media, and attended Parish Council meetings 
to inform the community of the updated design.  
 
Our regard to the questionnaire responses received will be explained in full in an appendix 
of the consultation report, which will be available after our DCO application has been 
submitted.  
 
When the application has been submitted, RWE can provide a printed copy of all application 
documents for Bishopton Villages Action Group, alongside a guide to the application 
documentation.  
 
If this would be of help, please let me know the most appropriate location to send it to. 
The application documents will also be made available online on the Planning 
Inspectorates website, and on the Byers Gill Solar website.  The community relations team 



 

RWE Renewables GmbH Group Corporate Communications & Public Affairs | RWE Platz 4 | 45141 Essen | Germany 
 

 

 

will be available to help direct residents to the most appropriate documentation as 
requested. We can be contacted via email (enquiries@byersgillsolar.com), phone (  

), or post (FREEPOST BYERS GILL SOLAR, no stamp required).  
 
While we are not able to comply with your request to pause the application, we are 
committed to ongoing communication and addressing any specific questions that the 
community may have. I have consulted within RWE in preparing this response.  
 
 
Yours sincerely,  
Michael Baker  
BA (Hons) DipTP MRTPI 
RWE  
Development Project Manager  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RWE 
RWE is leading the way to a green energy world. With an extensive investment and growth strategy, the company will expand its powerful, green 
generation capacity to 50 gigawatts internationally by 2030. RWE is investing €50 billion gross for this purpose in this decade. The portfolio is based on 
offshore and onshore wind, solar, hydrogen, batteries, biomass and gas.  
RWE Supply & Trading provides tailored energy solutions for large customers. RWE has locations in the attractive markets of Europe, North America 
and the Asia-Pacific region. The company is responsibly phasing out nuclear energy and coal. Government-mandated phaseout roadmaps have been 
defined for both of these energy sources. RWE employs around 19,000 people worldwide and has a clear target: to get to net zero by 2040. On its way 
there, the company has set itself ambitious targets for all activities that cause greenhouse gas emissions. The Science Based Targets initiative has 
confirmed that these emission reduction targets are in line with the Paris Agreement. Very much in the spirit of the company’s purpose: Our energy for 
a sustainable life. 
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The project in principle:
1. Do you support the use of solar farms as part of the mix of renewable electricity
generation required to meet the UK Government's commitment to achieving net
zero carbon emissions by 2050?

Strongly support Support Neutral Oppose Strongly oppose Don't know

Please provide any comments explaining your response to question 1:
Tue Use oF SOLAR PoERGEWERATLONNEETSTOse CAFuLY coNSiEREo 4S PAe F THE
OUEKAL SoTior. SOLARPOWERGEERATIONSTss NEED o BECAEAY CNSIDEEDDUETO
"TuE CONSIDEASIE SizE SIGNIFICASTVISU IMPACT, GUERNMENT NITVES Sucu as TeoF

PETERED PTON, SuRFiaENT COMMERUA Roof SPos IS AuaiLAsETo VEE THE ENIIE WK
CovmMENTTo SoA PWER GENEION
2. Do you support the Byers Gill Solar Farm project?

No, but I

support the
development
of solar farms
generally

Yes, wholly
support

Yes, butI have Neutral No, not at all Don't know
Some concerns

Please provide any comments explaining your response to question 2:

No EXỌLANAON NEEDED Trs SiMpLY WONG
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Site layout and design
ByersGill Solar would be made up of six panel areas (A- F), located between Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees. It would generate
180MW alternating current of electricity and would be connected to the national grid via an on-site substation and an existing
substation in Norton.

For more information on each Panel Area, please see pages 13-18 of our consultation booklet.

3. Do you have any comments on the overall site layout?

THeOsKAL STE LAvaT GVES No coSInEEATIO o LOCALRESISNTS
SusigsES. SoLAr PowEe StATIONS IN JHER LocArias Aae Lecares awaY EOM

BeLostFonEIsR.Hueno u TeOASeMoroRWAYSReiNaAL ARoAS
TwbwsRIAA SrrES,

BUwNELS

4. Do you have any specific comments about Panel Areas A-F? Please specify which
panel area(s) you are commenting on.

PANELAREA F COMPLEIELYENARLES THE SOHETL ASer OF BeHOrON VLAGE
ENancNG TuE SOHCOLSESTROYINGHost RESIEKIAL osrTIES VSUALASPECTS
TuePReposEsTOKENMrIGATIONWLeNor&EEFECIVE Wm HE hiFeTiE F MAy
TogsoENE

Underground cables would be used to connect the Panel Areas up to the on-site infrastructure and to the national grid.
The exact location of some of the cable routes is still to be determined, and potential cable routes can be seen on pages 24-25
of the consultation booklet.

5. Do you have any comments on the potential cable routes shown for Byers Gill
Solar?Please describe any specific areas of the site if relevant.

TAe CABLE ROES, pARTcwarYTHE ao RAs oprCN wuL cAusE SeaousACCESS
RrosLGMSuRNG coNTZUCNonFoe AL REISNS BusiNESSESN CATON,REDMARSHALBsHCpTo,BeArFsKON,GeE STAoN, LTTESTAON,STILUNGTONMeE. Ts coMGnsó
CMACS.THEENSTING oAn CoNbTIONSALRSAD N VERYPupR REAIR WhhL ON Gr

ByersGill Solar would include the supporting infrastructure necessary for the operation of a solar farm. This includes an on-site
substation, battery storage, access roads, and security measures such as fencing and CCTV.

6. Do you have any comments on the supporting infrastructure required for
Byers Gill Solar Farm?

BYes GLL SeAR fOWse STATIO SeUEpmET WLL COMPLEIEY CHAGE TUE VERY
NATUREoF HisTeURaLLocAtON e THE SSt oF oURLivES. 2-5MHIGH SEaury ECiNG
CeN CAMERAS TAsMISSION MASTS, INCREASED CeiME LsEANY SEINGExpERVENOE AI oiMER

Mass UEUsuaLCHASAAERF TSCnsE o U\LLAGE.Tus owER SIbEveLOPNENT SEES To RE ABE To \ecRE AN PLANNING
A OMMhErEHOCKSRYF paNiNG3BYERSGILL SOLAR: FEEDBACK QUESTIONNAIREOUESTIONNAIREws aMiNREGLarONS,
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Landscape and environmental design
Our proposals for Byers Gill Solar include our suggested approach to minimise our impact on the environment and the local
community, and to help enhance the rich biodiversity within the local environment. On pages 6-23 of the consultation booklet,
we have explained our approach to mitigating impacts of the Byers Gill Solar farm on the environment and the local community.

7. Do you have any comments on our landscape and environmental design? Please
make your comments in relation to each of the topics below where applicable.

a. Landscape and visual (please refer to pages 6-7 of the consultation booklet for more information)
unrER 2-0 PIERDOCUMENTS Suw TYaCAL FeNCeHEIGHT As 2-0M. Sore PARRAYS ARe

b. Biodiversity (please refer to page 20 of the consultation booklet for more information)Iuçyaue ow SiocaUSUs ocunENTHIGHLUGHTSA Nnee F ENSANGEES d or eED LISTSpeeuEs
WuosE ascns Wit BeQDIERSLYAFFECESSYTHIS baELMeNT. TESE NcuE LARWING
CuRe ortaS Pus ANUMREROFoTWERS,Maw cAN W FLower PLANNG MiUGTE HEhe eca MJAL F TUSSESpEaES MAsrArS.WHAT Wi TuE RALE jMpAa ASSESsMENT
LooK LKe Foe SACHOF THE THOAEENED SPECES,
c. Public rights of way (please refer to page 22 of the consultatíon booklet for more information)

d. Heritage assets (please refer to page 21 of the consultation booklet for more information)

Wasca Yo AuM ToEwMANGEE oFTHE EKAOEASSES y peauNG
rornaAo BAROS IN A PICNC AeEn AccES6IbUE ONY By ROAD wHEN IN Fect

You E caUERsuEWHOLE eELs Sre idSOLARPANELS.
e. Construction impacts (please refer to page 23 of the consultation booklet for more information)
REIR OCMMEN Tas PRpOSE EUELoRMENt
Whar boes Tus MEad.{ Uow Ca THE SiTE
HENS TeEoues To aerrewzta use i TASON 1s TeeMas, Psnse NorETHER ancNMEROUS

CH2 2..21 MENLONSop Sa SteippNG
Suppor THE SueoESTES GRnZING oF SHEEP R

f. Other

THE DUEORHEN 19 iKELy To CAuSs NEROUS HEALSM 1SSuEs FoR RESIDENS, 2MRS AbaY
CoNStruaI STe dAse GtIG RS bsAso N RiEe Dcs CUAPTER 2. NoREsEAROHAS
Bss CassS Our upo TuEFHEAS F-hvins EOSE To SoAe powER GNeaION prANS
Rs wrs,SueSTATIONSETe.TMISs Wi sCoNsSiDERNGTHESTaEs HaRDSp AuseLosc cyVAES JABITY o SeLPropEiES,Los dFAUENIES CaNsierSUE
RAUSbue o ceAD OsuSS epwERSioNS,
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Community benefits

Alongside the solar technology, Byers Gil Solar would also provide local community assets, such as an improved public right of way
network, an orchard and a new picnic area. Please see page 5 of the consultation booklet for further information on our proposed
community benefits.

8. Do you have any suggestions on how we can provide community benefits through
Byers Gil Solar?

COMWWIYSENIFK wouls E TO ocAre TusPower SrAoTue BIGGEST
DEUSLOpMENwweRe St DoEs Nor:
- REMaE PUSCAMENKY
-HovESLYAEet isuaRMENYY

DEVELOPMENSWTHIn AS

Probke CoMMuNryofPOsITIONNTO THE bEEpHENT
LocAL SSINENKS

coMMUEs DASSING ROUGH
~lEMONE ORbeSTRO/MandyNeTueaL HABITeTSOF Bon ProTETED X EM GERED

SpES

Operation and decommissioning

9. Do you have any comments on the operation or decommissioning of
Byers Gill Solar?

As Aw EKPEAENCE oIL Gas INSTY peoFFESLONAL AnY PosECT DounENTION
Musr inNaE bETaue cOstEs PrepSALS Eaans Ha TuEDE-COMMGONGnbu TAKE.
Prce, yossBe CabAres capasIs OF DE- conmesoNS THE pLAr, MANdG HrRALOUS aSTE
MATSEASEc.

CueeN TeMSRS FroM SwitaASE CAN ES.
Cwe ME SCAL oF TS TME NuERouSOHER DEELopENs THIS S A
SGNiCAr 1SsuE,
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Preliminary environmental information
report (PEIR)
The PEIR includes information about our plans for Byers Gill Solar and identifies its potential environmental effects, based on
a preliminary assessment. More information about this can be found on pages 10-11 of the consultation booklet.

10. Do you have any comments on the methodology and/or preliminary assessments
in the PEIR? Where possible, please specify the environmental topic area(s) you
are commenting on. Visua TMpACT AssesMENT.

Arsx 51F.Tuis bnoean sHows THe looMcoNSiDReATONZOE FoR ISUAL Tnpas ASSEEMET
SMEKE Is A KEy SIEM SHOWinG
FaemeLOSEFALS WTHin is \oOM2ONEANDIS NorSHOWN.
FouowNG bisCussio WitH HAY AT THE Pusuc conwzAON Ay ON 24-S.23 WSH
To HIGLGHT THIS

GAeoES FALIG wroN l0M2oNE, MyGARDENAT aTaw

o M20NE STOSVeyCLosETOTHE

OREAEO PRtEs.

Fac iNcuE ANMOREPRaPERIES.

Any other comments
11. Do you have any other comments you wish to make about Byers Gill Solar?

ANb SioFiCATPSRELTR -Tus DEELMEN, WE he ErFECIWSLYBe uNABE TO SEL aue

Paosee BuyERS Dqpins Ux FF SALS Rs A REsr OF
baLeMas SiuRtoNbadGTue ORE pIcunSe UuLAGE

OTHER Nsip SucH AS
AeANERSLY AFEaED.
As MENOnNES TnEce aRE A HBER OF ExAMpLEs oF Tuis HagpENNG ALsEAy
Adb Lwee TAN MAcKA JeAUE CFES BEING MANE

THe POWER SLON

HSz ronaE CoMpENSAuoNTo ESIDES WHcsE rEEeHES

To HovE THE FusurE F TME uAGEGudeyTuEQOsIBLUKy oF S BENG RBE
Ss SianiFicATYTHREATENE,Woao YOu wa To Lwe N A ViaGE
SueraEo Ty PowERSTAUONS
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